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Sequential deposition of microdroplets on patterned
surfaces†

Pallav Kant,a Andrew Hazel,a Mark Dowlingb, Alice Thompson,a and Anne Juel,c∗

We use a combination of experiments and numerical modelling to investigate the influence of
physico-chemical-patterned substrates on the spreading of fluid deposited as a partially overlap-
ping sequence of droplets via inkjet printing. Our investigation is motivated by the manufacture
of polymeric organic light-emitting-diode displays, where the substrate is textured with a regular
array of shallow recessed regions (pixels) that are highly wetting compared to the remainder of the
substrate. We examine the roles of topography and wettability patterning separately and in com-
bination. On a substrate with uniform wettability, we find that the presence of bounding side walls
enhances the local spreading and facilitates fluid coverage of the entire recessed region, but con-
tainment within the pixel is not guaranteed. In contrast, wettability patterning alone leads to robust
containment of the fluid within the wetting region, but fluid coverage is reduced in the absence of
side walls. Our theoretical calculations use a simplified numerical model of fluid redistribution via
purely capillary effects, augmented by a Cox-Voinov spreading law. The neglect of fluid viscosity
in this model means that, after an initial period of agreement, the predicted evolution is faster than
in the experiments. Nonetheless, the simplified model achieves excellent predictions both for the
liquid morphologies and for the conditions required for successful pixel filling on substrates with
topographical and wettability variations.

1 Introduction
Patterned surfaces with pre-defined micron-sized topographical
features, wettability patterns or a combination of both, are
commonly employed to manipulate small amounts of deposited
liquid. Hence understanding the influence of these physico-
chemical patterns on fluid redistribution is essential in a vari-
ety of applications, e.g. tissue engineering1,2, design of micro-
electromechanical systems3 and fabrication of micro-fluidic de-
vices4. In this article we address the spreading on a patterned
substrate of a small number of fluid droplets deposited such that
new droplets partially overlap the pre-existing fluid mass; a situa-
tion that arises in the inkjet printing based manufacture of POLED
(Polymeric Organic Light Emitting Diode) displays5–9.

The fabrication of a POLED display via inkjet printing involves
the deposition of successive layers of electroluminescent poly-
meric inks onto the display backplane8. Each layer is formed
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by linear sequential deposition of partially overlapping droplets
that coalesce upon impact into liquid films (see Fig. 1) contained
within specified regions of the substrate referred to as pixels. A
pixel forms the smallest light emitting region on a display back-
plane and has a distinct shape depending on the design require-
ments, with overview and cross section shown in Fig. 2(a,b). The
main challenge associated with the inkjet process is to deposit
a precise volume of liquid, typically a few tens of pico-litres, to
achieve uniform and continuous thin films of the desired pixel
shape which in turn solidify upon evaporation of the liquid con-
tent10–12. Since any variations in the ink volume or irregularities
in the printed pattern shape lower the resolution as well as the
performance of the device, fabrication of high resolution displays
requires the ability to accurately control the spreading of the de-
posited fluid on the substrate. This is typically achieved by mod-
ifying the surface characteristics of a substrate via fabrication of
geometrical13–15 or chemical5,6 patterns, which aid in control-
ling the spread of the deposited liquid. Previous studies about
the influence of surface modifications have been predominantly
focused on the formation of very long lines of ink, using linear
grooves16,17 or pre-patterned wetting regions18,19, and moreover
the reported observations are usually limited to the identification
of the final equilibrium morphologies.

In this study, we use high-speed imaging techniques to investi-



Fig. 1 Schematic side-view diagram of the experimental setup. Droplets
of ink are deposited onto a substrate at a fixed frequency by a printhead
moving at constant speed. The substrate may be topographically and
chemically pre-patterned as indicated in Fig. 2.

gate the time evolution of liquid morphologies formed from the
sequential deposition of multiple droplets on patterned surfaces.
Further, we combine experiments and numerical simulations of
a simplified model of the fluid dynamics to investigate the sepa-
rate roles of micron-sized topographical features and wettability
patterns in the precise control of the spreading of fluid in this
system. We find that compared to the existing complex 3-D nu-
merical models20,21, the simplified model presented here can be
used as a computationally inexpensive predictive tool for similar
classes of problems.

2 Experimental methods
In the experiments, equally spaced partially overlapping droplets,
each of volume V = 7.6 ± 0.4 pL, were deposited onto a sub-
strate using a horizontally translating inkjet printhead as shown
schematically in Fig. 1. An industrial grade piezoelectric (drop-
on-demand) ink-jet print-head (SX3, Fujifilm Dimatix) was used
to produce micro-droplets at a constant frequency f = 80 Hz.
Drops produced from the printhead had an in-flight radius R f =
3
√

3V/4π = 12.2 µm. The printhead was mounted on a linear
motion stage (ANT95L, Aerotech) that allowed translation in the
horizontal direction at varying speeds (v = 2.5–50 mm s−1). The
inter-drop distance (∆x) between neighbouring droplets was con-
trolled by varying the translation speed (v) of the linear stage such
that ∆x = v/ f . The deposited fluid was a Cambridge Display Tech-
nology (CDT) proprietary solution used in POLED printing with
dynamic viscosity η = 6.25 × 10−3 Pa s, density ρ = 1.066 × 103

kg m−3 and surface tension σ = 44 × 10−3 N m−1. The Weber
number associated with the impact of the micro-droplets gener-
ated from the printhead was low, We = 2ρV 2

i R f /σ = 2.4, where
Vi = 2.2 m s−1 is the vertical velocity of the droplet22, and accord-
ingly no splashing was observed at the time of impact23. Bottom
views of the liquid spreading on the substrate were recorded by
a high speed camera (Photron SA3, 500 fps) kept in a fixed posi-
tion, through a long distance zoom lens assembly (Navitar, with
10X objective, Mitutoyo) with a 90◦ bend. The region of interest
was illuminated from the top by a cold Xenon lamp light (Xenon
NOVA 300, Karl Storz). All the experiments were performed un-
der ambient laboratory conditions; the average evaporation rate
per unit surface area of a sessile droplet of volume 7.6 pL and
contact angle ∼50◦ was measured to be less than 0.168 µm/min
(<5% of the total volume per minute).

Fig. 2 (a) Top view of the stadium-shaped pixel used with both type-I
and type-II substrates. (b) Schematic diagram of the profile of the pixel
along the dot-dashed line in (a). The side wall of the recessed pixel is
inclined with a corner angle ψ = 155◦ (type-I) and ψ = 125◦ (type-II), which
were measured using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The depth of
the recessed pixel is B0 = 1.3 µm (type-I) and B0 = 1.2 µm (type-II). (c)
SEM images of the side wall profiles of type-I and type-II. The horizontal
scale bars each correspond to 1 µm. (d) Experimentally measured height
profile (symbols) of a type-I (red) and II (green) side wall (obtained from
the SEM images in (c)), and the fits to these measurements used in the
numerical calculations (solid lines). (e) Contact angle profile applied in
the model of a type-II pixel. Red line: advancing contact angles inside
the pixel θAi, on the elevated bank θAo and on the side wall θAw. Black
line: receding contact angles, θRi, θRo and θRw.
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Experiments were performed on two types of patterned sub-
strates which were prepared in the clean room facility of CDT,
type-I: surfaces with topographical features and uniform wetta-
bility, and type-II: surfaces with both topography and wettabil-
ity patterns. Details of the fabrication process are provided in
the ESI. The topographical features consisted of shallow stadium-
shaped wells (pixels) bounded by sloping side walls of height 10%
of the in-flight droplet radius; see Fig. 2(a,b). For the purposes
of our simulations, the geometry of the stadium-shaped pixels
of types-I and II is modelled by approximating the side-walls by
a smooth hyperbolic tangent profile, which closely matches the
side-wall profile measured using SEM imaging; see Fig. 2(c,d).

The wettability of a type-I substrate is characterised by an ad-
vancing contact angle 1◦ ≤ θA ≤ 23◦ and a receding contact angle
θR < 1◦, both measured on its flat region. On type-II substrates the
wettability variation is characterised by advancing and receding
contact angles measured on the elevated surfaces (banks) out-
side the pixel boundary (θAo = 65±2◦, θRo = 40±2◦), within the
pixel boundary (4◦ ≤ θAi ≤ 40◦, θRi = 0◦) and on the sloping side-
walls (θAw = 47± 2◦, θRw = 0◦). The direct measurement of the
wetting properties of the sloped side-walls was not experimen-
tally feasible due to the narrow width of the side wall (≤ 1 µm).
Therefore, separate substrates were fabricated using the propri-
etary photo resist that formed the side wall (see ESI), and both
advancing and receding contact angles were measured on flat re-
gions of these substrates. In our simulations, we approximate the
wettability variation using combinations of different hyperbolic
tangent profiles for both advancing and receding contact angles
as shown in Fig. 2(e).

3 Mathematical model

We performed numerical simulations for both types of substrates,
and also used our theoretical model to investigate the effects of
wettability patterning in the absence of topography (a configu-
ration which we could not realise experimentally). We use a
simplified modelling methodology which has been shown to suc-
cessfully predict the evolution and final morphology of overlap-
ping droplets printed on unpatterned substrates22 and for a single
droplet printed inside a pixel with uniform wettability24.

Following Thompson et al.22 and Kant et al24, we approximate
the liquid morphology as a thin-film that evolves (quasi-statically)
under only capillary forces driven by a dynamic spreading law
that relates the speed of the contact line U and the contact angle
θ . We introduce Cartesian coordinates, where the x and y axes
are aligned with the length and width of the pixel, respectively,
such that the incompressible fluid lies between the substrate at
z = B(x,y) and the free surface at z = h(x,y, t). We define the foot-
print Ω(t) as the projection onto the xy plane of the region where
fluid and substrate meet at z = B. We consider the strong surface
tension limit so that the fluid rearranges itself instantaneously in
response to changes in the position of the contact line and the
excess internal pressure P(t) is spatially constant. Provided that
at an instant in time, the shape of the footprint Ω(x,y, t) and the
total volume V of the liquid morphology are known, a unique so-
lution (h(x,y, t), P(t)) is obtained by solving the linear equations

P =−σ ·∇2h, V =
∫

Ω
(h−B)dxdy (1)

subject to the condition h(x,y) = B(x,y) at the contact line, where
∂Ω denotes the boundary of the footprint. The side walls of the
stadium-shaped pixel are approximated by a smooth ‘tanh’ profile;
see Fig. 2(d,e). The contact angle on ∂Ω(x,y, t) is given by θ =

−⃗n ·∇(h−B), where n⃗ is the two dimensional unit vector directed
out of Ω(x,y, t).

A kinematic boundary condition, n⃗ · dR
dt =U(θ), enables the ad-

vancing or receding motion of the contact line, with a normal
velocity prescribed by the spreading law U(θ). At each time
step, we calculate the contact angle, update the footprint with
the kinematic condition, and then recalculate h(x,y, t). The Cox-
Voinov spreading law25,26 appropriately describes the motion of
the contact-line in our system24, and we parametrise it with ex-
perimental measurements of the advancing and receding contact
angles and velocity scales (UA, UR) measured inside the pixel and
on the banks (see Table 1), so that

U(θ) =


UA(θ 3 −θ 3

A(x,y)), if θ > θA(x,y),

0, if θR(x,y)< θ < θA(x,y),

UR(θ 3
R(x,y)−θ 3), if θ < θR(x,y).

(2)

The equations are solved using a finite element method with
piecewise quadratic approximation in space and a second-order
implicit timestepping scheme implemented within the software
library oomph-lib27. The domain is discretised via a triangular
mesh that deforms as the fluid spreads, and so the mesh boundary
remains fitted to the contact line. We can therefore obtain results
for arbitrary contact-line shapes.

Upon deposition of a new droplet, the liquid footprint is up-
dated to be the union of the regions wetted by the existing liquid
and the newly deposited, partially overlapping droplet; and the
total volume is increased accordingly – see Fig. 3 for a schematic
representation of the droplet deposition scheme. The fluid pres-
sure and height profile consistent with the updated footprint and
fluid volume are then adjusted to ensure that the fluid is in static
equilibrium.

We do not simulate the complex drop-scale interactions associ-
ated with the coalescence of each droplet with the already-printed
fluid. Instead, based on experimental observations, we approxi-
mate the footprint of each new printed drop as a disc of radius
Rp = ϕR0 that partially overlaps the printed line, where R0 is
the radius of a drop just after the impact on a dry surface and
ϕ is a parameter that approximates the effects of the coalescence
with already-printed fluid; see Fig. 3. To measure R0, we fit a
circle to the perimeter of the liquid footprint visible in the first
bottom-view image (recorded at 500 fps) immediately after the
impact of the first droplet of a deposition sequence, estimated to
be at t = 0.002 s. For type I substrates with θA = 7◦, we obtain
R0 = 25.97 µm while for θA = 23◦, R0 = 23.48 µm. For the interior
of type II substrates, θA = 20◦ and we measure R0 = 24.56 µm.
These values of R0 correspond to initial contact angles of between
30◦ and 39◦. For subsequent drops the value of Rp and hence ϕ
is measured from each image immediately after deposition; we
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Table 1 Values of UA and UR used in the numerical computations.

Substrate type Wettability UA (ms−1 rad−3) UR (ms−1 rad−3)

Type-I θA = 7◦, θR = 0◦ 2.266 × 10−3 0
Type-I θA = 23◦, θR = 0◦ 1.366 × 10−3 0
Type-II θAi = 20◦, θRi = 0◦; θAo = 65◦, θRo = 40◦ 1.819 × 10−3 7.276 × 10−3

Fig. 3 (a) Schematic top view of droplet deposition. The blue shaded
region represents the footprint of the fluid layer already on the substrate
and the circular red region of radius Rp = ϕR0 corresponds to the footprint
of the newly deposited droplet. Black dots indicate the centres of mass
of the deposited droplets, which are separated by ∆x. (b) Experimentally
observed footprint of the liquid just after the deposition of a new droplet.
The red shaded region is the footprint of the deposited droplet and the
blue shaded region corresponds to the footprint of the fluid already on the
substrate. In the model, smoothing was applied to the contact line in the
cusped region where the contact lines of both fluid regions intersect, see
(a), in order to mimic the smooth contact line observed experimentally in
(b); see section III of the ESI for more details.

find that ϕ remains approximately constant across all the contact
angles studied with an average value of ϕ = 0.83± 0.08. In the
simulations, we use R0 for each sequence based on the measured
values for that substrate, with ϕ = 1 for the first drop in each
sequence and ϕ = 0.83 for all subsequent drops.

4 Results

4.1 Influence of topographical patterns

In Fig. 4, we compare the experimentally observed evolution
of the liquid mass formed from the sequential deposition of five
droplets with ∆x = 25 µm along the long centreline of a type-I
recessed pixel (θA = 7◦ and θR = 0◦) and on a flat region away
from the pixels on exactly the same substrate, which ensures that
the wetting properties are near identical. The initial development
is very similar on both surfaces. The first two droplets of the
sequence merge to form a large sessile droplet with an approxi-
mately circular footprint and a reduced curvature compared with
a single droplet. The larger curvature of each incoming droplet
results in excess capillary pressure within the newly coalesced
droplet, which drives liquid back into the pre-existing fluid layer
to form a bulge at the upstream end of the deposition sequence;
see Fig. S3 (ESI) for a side-view sequence of this process. On
this substrate, the contact line cannot recede because θR ≈ 0◦ and
therefore, on the flat surface, the deposited liquid evolves into a
thin film with a non-circular footprint which retains the length of
the initial printed region (Fig. 4(a))

In contrast, inside the pixel, the liquid evolves into a thin film
that covers the entire pixel surface, owing to the interaction be-
tween the liquid and the sloping side-walls (Fig. 4(b)). Locally,
the sloping side walls lead to an increased effective contact an-
gle which, via the spreading law, leads to faster spreading. This
means that the fluid on the sidewalls advances faster than that
in the centre of the pixel, promoting the growth of two side-wall
wetting regions, in which the fluid preferentially spreads along
the side walls. Once all droplets have been deposited so that the
liquid volume remains constant, rivulets form at the extremities
of the side-wall wetting regions and grow along the boundary
to cover its perimeter. Kant et al 24 showed that the develop-
ment of related rivulets in single-drop spreading within a pixel is
closely related to the phenomenon of unbounded capillary rise in
a tube of polygonal cross-section in the absence of gravity28. Sim-
ilar enhanced spreading of liquid along the corners on a micro-
structured surfaces has been reported by also reported by See-
mann et al 13 and Khare et al 16. We observed the formation of
rivulets along the pixel side-walls on substrates with θA < 1◦ and
θA = 7◦, 11◦ but not for θA = 23◦, see Fig. 5(b), which is con-
sistent with the capillary rise threshold of 12.5◦ predicted for the
slope angle of the side-walls here. The spreading of liquid along
the boundaries prevents the formation of a bulging morphology as
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Fig. 4 Evolution of liquid footprints formed during the deposition of five
droplets (∆x = 25 µm) on a type-I substrate with θA(θR) = 7◦(0◦). In (a)
droplets are deposited on one of the flat regions outside the pixels; in (b)
droplets are deposited along the horizontal centreline of a recessed pixel.
The first five snapshots in each sequence are spaced at a constant time
interval equivalent to the printing frequency. In the first four of these, a
new drop is about to be printed. The final shape in each sequence is an
equilibrium state. Fluid spillage outside the boundary of the pixel in the
final three images in (b) is highlighted in yellow and also indicated by the
white arrows. Numerical predictions for the footprint shape are shown as
red contours; note that for (b) the computations are terminated when the
rivulets growing around the curved walls of the pixel first intersect.

Fig. 5 Final states of the liquid footprints formed from the deposition of
five droplets at ∆x = 35 µm on a type-I substrate with (a,b) θA = 23◦ (c)
θA = 7◦, and in each case θR = 0◦. Drops are placed (a) on a flat region of
the substrate outside a pixel, (b) along the horizontal centreline of a pixel
and (c) just inside the pixel boundary. The dashed black circles indicate
the deposition location of the droplets. The regions of fluid spillage out-
side the pixel boundaries in (b,c) have been coloured in yellow and also
indicated by the white arrows. For (a, b), the liquid footprint is shown at
equilibrium, with the equivalent numerically computed equilibrium states
shown in red. For (c), the experimental and numerical results are shown
at the moment the contact line first self-intersects.

observed on the flat surface. It thereby promotes the containment
of the liquid inside the pixel boundary, although minor spillage is
observed in the last three frames of Fig. 4(b).

Numerical computations performed with the experimental pa-
rameter values capture the main features of the liquid redistribu-
tion observed experimentally (red contours overlaid on the exper-
imental images in Fig. 4). The model quantitatively predicts the
initial development on type-I substrates in both uniform regions
and inside the pixels. For texp > 0.0625 s, however, the numer-
ical and experimental timescales diverge and the liquid spreads
faster in the computations in both cases. The model does not in-
clude any viscous dissipation, which would be expected to slow
and moderate the evolution both in the thinning bulk of the liq-
uid layer and also in the rivulets that grow along the side-walls in
type-I substrates24. On flat substrates, no rivulets form and the
model accurately predicts the equilibrium state of the liquid, de-
spite the difference in time scales. In contrast, when close to pixel
walls on the type-I substrates, the neglect of viscous effects in the
model leads to the development of thicker rivulets and enhanced
spillage onto the elevated banks compared with the experiment.

For the less-wetting surfaces, θA = 23◦, with θA above the capil-
lary rise threshold, the side walls lead to a localized deformation
of the contact line, but not preferential wetting of the the side
walls. Consequently, the overall equilibrium state formed inside
the pixel (Fig. 5b) was similar to that formed on a flat surface
(Fig. 5a), except for the wetting regions along the side walls that
promoted partial containment of the fluid. However, not all the
fluid printed within the pixel could be contained inside its bound-
ary and this resulted in minor spillage onto the elevated banks.

These results demonstrate that for the pixel configuration in
Fig. 2, topographical features alone are not sufficient to confine
the spreading of the deposited liquid to the inside of the pixel
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region. Moreover, the containment of the deposited liquid relies
sensitively on the accurate positioning of the droplets. For the size
of pixel and droplet volume used, even a small offset in the de-
position location of the droplets from the centreline of the pixel
(as low as ∼10% of the width of the pixel) was sufficient for a
droplet to be partially deposited outside the pixel boundary, see
Fig. 5(c), where five droplets (∆x = 25 µm) have been deposited
on the same substrate as in Fig. 4 (θA = 7◦, θR = 0◦). The ab-
sence of receding contact line motion on this substrate meant
that considerable spillage occurred outside the pixel boundary
despite the side-wall rivulets aiding containment – a significant
limitation in the manufacture of high-resolution display devices.
Although this spillage could be mitigated by the use of smaller
droplets, their reduced volume would in turn restrict the range of
contact angles for which the droplets would spread sufficiently to
cover the whole area of the pixel, which is a necessary require-
ment to achieve high performance displays. It is possible that us-
ing more complex topographical features to form sidewalls could
prevent spillage. Li et al 29 were able to direct the spreading of
∼ 5µL droplets using topographic variations of similar widths and
lengths, but of greater depths (∼ 5µm) and geometric complex-
ity than our pixels. At present it is not possible to manufacture
these features at the scales required to have the same effect on
the ∼ 7pL droplets in our study. An alternative and robust means
of eliminating this sensitivity to droplet positioning would be to
enable the recession of the contact line outside the pixel boundary
through significantly increased values of both θAo and θRo.

4.2 Influence of wettability patterning

Having established the predictive power of the model, we shall
use it to explore the role of wettability patterning in the absence
of topographic variation because these types of surfaces were dif-
ficult to prepare using the fabrication method adopted in this
study. In Fig. 6, we show the numerically computed evolution
of a liquid footprint formed from the sequential deposition of
seven droplets with ∆x = 35 µm along the centreline of a stadium-
shaped pixel (θAi = 20◦, θRi = 0◦), which is bounded by a less-
wetting surface with high values of the advancing and receding
contact angles (θAo = 65◦, θRo = 40◦). The initial development
of the liquid morphology within this type of pixel is qualitatively
similar to that observed on a flat surface; see Fig. 4(a). Fluid re-
distribution results in a bulge at the upstream end that thins into a
narrower rivulet following the deposition of the last four droplets.
The less-wetting surface surrounding the pixel acts as a barrier
to spreading, thus confining the liquid inside the pixel. In addi-
tion, the high receding contact angle outside the pixel boundary
ensures that any droplets that are deposited partially outside the
pixel boundary (first and last of the sequence) are pushed back in-
side it; see Fig. 7 for an experimental illustration of this process.
This clearly demonstrates that wettability patterning provides an
effective means of constraining the spreading of a deposited liq-
uid to within a pixel region as long as the droplets are deposited
at least partially within the pixel. However, the absence of side
walls (and associated local increases of the contact angle) means
that liquid spreading is not enhanced along the pixel boundaries.

Fig. 6 Numerically computed drop-by-drop evolution of a liquid footprint
formed during the deposition of seven partially overlapping droplets at
∆x= 35 µm, inside a chemically-patterned flat pixel with θAi(θRi) = 20◦(0◦)
and θAo(θRo) = 65◦(40◦). The time interval between snapshots is equal to
the printing frequency.

Hence, at equilibrium the pixel remains under-filled (Fig. 6, last
image) in contrast with experiments and computations on type-II
substrates with the same values of ∆x and contact angles, which
we discuss below.

4.3 Influence of both wettability and topography patterning
The sequence of experimental snapshots in Fig. 8 shows the drop-
by-drop evolution of the liquid footprint during the same deposi-
tion sequence as in Fig. 6 along the centreline of a type-II pixel;
both sequences use the same non-uniform contact angle values
inside and outside the pixel boundary, but in the latter there is
additionally topographic variation. The key difference in the evo-
lution of the liquid morphology in Fig. 8 compared to Fig. 6 is
the wetting of the pixel boundary.

The locally enhanced values of the contact angle on the sloping
side walls result in a locally distorted footprint shape in the vicin-
ity of the side wall, which concurs with previously observed static
wetting morphologies on microstructured surfaces13,16. This wet-
ting front is able to propagate along the side walls, resulting in
the eventual liquid coverage of the entire pixel. This effect is il-
lustrated in Fig. 9 where the numerical computation of a liquid
line spreading inside a type-II pixel (Fig. 9b) shows that the local
distortion of the footprint is associated with a local increase in
the contact angle which enhances spreading of liquid via wetting
fronts eventually leading to the liquid coverage of the entire type-
II pixel (Fig. 9c). This effect is absent in the case where a liquid
line spreads inside a pixel without sloping side-walls (Fig. 9a,c).

Numerical predictions of the evolving fluid morphology are
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1

t = 5×10−4 s t = 15×10−4 s t = 25×10−4 s t = 35×10−4 s

(a)

t = 2×10−2 s t = 6×10−2 s t = 10×10−2 s t = 14×10−2 s

(b)
Fig. 7 Sequence of images illustrating the receding motion of the con-
tact line for a droplet deposited partially outside a type-II pixel with
θAi(θRi) = 20◦(0◦) within the pixel boundary and θAo(θRo) = 65◦(40◦). The
large value of the receding contact angle outside the pixel boundary
means that any droplet that is partially deposited outside the pixel bound-
ary is pushed back into it. These images were recorded in bottom view
at 2000 fps.

Fig. 8 Drop-by-drop evolution of the liquid footprint during the depo-
sition of seven partially overlapping droplets at ∆x = 35 µm, in a topo-
graphically and chemically patterned pixel with θAi(θRi) = 20◦(0◦) and
θAo(θRo) = 65◦(40◦). The first seven images are equally spaced in time,
with a new drop about to be deposited in the first six; the final image
shows the equilibrium state. The blue shaded regions indicate the ex-
perimentally measured liquid footprint, while the red contours show the
numerically-predicted footprint.

Fig. 9 (a,b) Comparison of the numerically computed late-time evolution
of liquid lines formed from the deposition of seven droplets at ∆x = 35 µm
inside the pixels shown in Fig. 6 (wettability pattern only) and Fig. 8
(type-II pixel). The black outlines indicate the equilibrium states of the
footprint in both cases. (c) Temporal evolution of the contact angle along
the highlighted sections of the liquid footprints shown in (a,b). The in-
teraction between liquid and pixel side-walls in (b) results in a locally
distorted footprint shape which is also associated with a sharp increase
in the contact angle, approximately equal to the change in angle of the
substrate, at the wetting front as shown in (c).
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shown in Fig. 8 with red contours overlaid on the experimen-
tal images. The overall evolution of the liquid footprint predicted
by the numerical model is in excellent agreement with the ex-
periments. The model correctly reproduces the formation of the
bulge at the upstream end of the printed line and the eventual
equilibrium state of the liquid line. Also, the overall motion of
the wetting fronts formed along the side walls is correctly cap-
tured by the model, although there is a slight mismatch in the
position of these wetting fronts compared to experiments. This
suggests that our approximation of the side walls as uniformly
wetting might not be sufficiently accurate; see Fig. 2. The notice-
able difference in the numerical and experimental timescales at
late times can again be attributed to the absence of bulk viscous
effects in the model24.

5 Conclusion
In summary, we have investigated the spreading of multiple
droplets deposited sequentially in a straight line on surfaces with
specific physico-chemical patterns, motivated by POLED display
manufacture. We find that topographical patterning in the form
of a shallow (depth ∼ 10% of in-flight droplet radius) recessed
region with sloped side walls promotes spreading of liquid via
the local increase in contact angle, which drives the formation
of an advancing wetting front at the side wall. If the equilibrium
contact angle inside the pixel is below a threshold value, this wet-
ting front takes the form of thin rivulets that grow along the side
walls through the mechanism of capillary rise. Irrespective of
whether rivulets form, the enhanced spreading is not sufficient to
ensure the containment of fluid within the pixel, which also de-
pends sensitively on the placement of the droplets. In contrast,
wettability patterning alone enables robust fluid containment but
does not enhance spreading. Hence, microscopic topographical
features and wettability patterning are both required to achieve
robust containment of fluid without compromising pixel filling.

Although we have considered a limited set of pixel geometries,
we expect the identified mechanisms to operate over a broader
range of patterned substrates, and across a wide range of drop
sizes and spacings, provided that the deposited fluid encounters
the changes in topography and/or wettability. In particular, we
expect that the combination of both wettability and topographi-
cal patterning will lead to more robust manipulation of the de-
posited liquid compared to either acting in isolation. Moreover,
we have developed a simplified and computationally inexpensive
numerical model that predicts the evolution of a sequence of par-
tially overlapping droplet deposited on patterned surfaces, and
may serve as a useful design tool for designing and modifying
printing strategies in the POLED as well as LCD (Liquid Crystal
Display)30 manufacturing industries.
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